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WERZALIT – Innovative by tradition
The family company WERZALIT Vertriebs-GmbH, founded in 1923 and with head office in
Oberstenfeld, Baden-Württemberg, is a leading European company in innovative construction
elements and industrial moulded parts.

Progress

Quality

In the mid-50s, WERZALIT developed a completely new process
that has done far more than turn the company name into a
material designation. The production know-how has been reinforced with a number of patents and the process has even been
licensed over time in Germany and abroad. In consequence,
WERZALIT products can be obtained all over the globe today –
via representatives in 34 countries.

The designation “Original WERZALIT” refers to a patented manufacturing process and the use of WERZALIT wood-based material
with precisely defined formulations. As a result, this term stands
for maximum safety and reliability to ensure perfect function
and durability in daily use. Our materials are tested for continuous use in various laboratory, quality and outside tests. You can
rely on WERZALIT. If desired, we are happy to go the extra mile
and provide an individual warranty certificate with a productspecific term of up to 25 years.

Innovation
Jochen Werz, general manager of the medium-sized company
and grandson of the company founder, sees his challenge
in creating innovations and continuing development work:
“Innovation is a basic value for me. We want to increasingly
develop products and enter into new technologies.”
As a result, the company can now boast a comprehensive product
portfolio for indoor and outdoor applications: profiles for partial
and full façades, balcony elements and extension balconies,
window sills, balcony and terrace flooring, table tops for indoor
and outdoor use as well as industrial moulded parts.

Responsibility
WERZALIT uses wood from PEFC-certified operations as its main
raw material. The primary goal of PEFC is documenting and
improving sustainable forest management with regard to economic, environmental and social standards. Certification of all
wood-processing operations in the product chain is required
since a forest certification can only be successful if the wood
with the PEFC certificate actually makes it to the end consumers.
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Cover:
entero 2.0, profile side brosso,
colour: 480 espresso
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Foot-friendly –
terraza terrace tile,
colour: 482 terracotta
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terraza bz terrace profile,
profile side medio,
colour: 485 carbone

The most beautiful combination of wood and plastic
terraza, paseo and entero 2.0: Flooring can be this beautiful and yet durable and practical as
well. WERZALIT terrace flooring offers a true alternative to timber decking.
Your key benefits at a glance:

✔ High-quality, natural wood look
✔ Great on bare feet: No cracking
or splintering
✔ Weather-resistant
✔ Slip-resistant, even when wet
✔ Easy to care for and
low-maintenance
✔ Also available as flooring for
balconies
✔ PEFC-certified
✔ Recyclable

Long-lasting and durable
WERZALIT terrace flooring consists of the high-quality S2
wood-polymer composite (WPC), which combines the best
properties of wood and plastic: natural wood look and long
product life. The material is dimensionally stable, weatherresistant and resistant to influences such as cold, heat, acid
rain, saltwater or chlorinated water, wood-destroying fungi
and insects. The various surface types are slip-resistant and do
not splinter or crack, making them extremely comfortable for
walking on.
With a wide range of different features, surface textures and
formats, the comprehensive WERZALIT terrace floor selection is
sure to live up to your personal expectations and requirements.
Colours from nature
In contrast to wood, WERZALIT terrace flooring does not grey
over time. A natural colour change, such as lightening due to
weathering, is possible. However, WERZALIT terrace flooring will
always retain its natural colour character. The floors are
low-maintenance, recyclable and easy to care for. Please familiarise yourself with our detailed care information on page 24.

✔ 5 year warranty

Before

✔ No tropical wood used

After
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terraza
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Relax and enjoy yourself with
closed longitudinal joints:
terraza, profile side medio,
colour: 485 carbone,
aluminium cover angle light anodised

Terraces and balconies, paths or
stairs – terraza makes for gorgeous outdoor floors. Whether as
terrace profile or tile, the natural,
high-quality appearance gives it
a style of its own, and its outstanding properties make it durable and long-lasting. Designing
outdoor spaces is simply fun with
terraza.

The terraza terrace profile was honoured
with the Design and Innovation Award
of Baden-Württemberg.

7

Natural look and easy to care for:
terraza, profile side medio,
colour: 484 marrone

terraza terrace profile.
Naturally beautiful
Your key benefits at a glance:

✔ Stylish design with many
possibilities
✔ Fast, economical laying

terraza terrace profiles can be used with
either side facing out. Both surface textures,
fino with fine grooves and medio with wider
fluting, are characterised by a very classic
design and closed longitudinal joints.

✔ Invisible fastening

Simply clever: Convenient installation!

✔ High stability

The patented terraza profile click system guarantees easy installation with narrow or wide longitudinal joints, however you
prefer. A special feature of this system is the closed longitudinal
joints that don’t allow weeds to grow up or dirt and food to fall
through. The only fastening materials required for the terraza
system are a small number of different screw sizes. These are
all covered, making them invisible. Basic wood-working tools
are sufficient for the installation work. In this way, terraza
saves you both time and money during installation.

✔ Well-conceived system from
a single provider
✔ Closed longitudinal joints
✔ 5 year warranty

Stable and strong
With a load capacity of up to 500 kg/m2, the click system also
offers high stability for the surface, and the profiles permit
wide support spacing of up to 600 mm*. terraza profiles are
available in the colours terracotta, topino, marrone and carbone.

8

* Does not apply to self-supporting structures or balconies. More information can be
found in the section on the terraza bz terrace profile on pages 10 and 11.

terraza, profile side medio,
colour: 484 marrone

Accessories for terraza profiles
38
72

Sub-framework
bar bz 1

terraza terrace profile

Rubber pad

Everything you need for installing your
terraza floor is available from a single
source. There is no need for lengthy
searches for the right accessories. At the
same time, you receive a well-conceived
system that works right the first time –
for individual design and a perfect, professional look.

23.5
55

The colours/decors shown in this brochure can differ from the original tones due to printing limitations.

Bracket

Aluminium end strip

Alum. joint cover
profile (base profile)

Alum. joint cover
profile (cover profile)

24

25
47
15.2
8.5

Alum. edge cover
profile (base profile)

Alum. edge cover
profile (cover profile)

Aluminium wall
connection profile 2

Aluminium cover
angle

Unique: The closed longitudinal joint
The terraza profile forms an uninterrupted
terrace surface with closed longitudinal
joints. Neither grass nor weeds, neither
crumbs nor valuables can find a way
through. Two different joint dimensions
are possible: a narrow joint of about 5 mm
and a wider joint of about 10 mm. This
results in a large number of laying and
design variants.

1) Sub-framework bar not dyed with UV-resistant dye; no guarantee that colours will match.
2) Can only be used in combination with the aluminium cover angle.

Technical data

terraza profile

Coverage width

approx. 150 mm with approx. 5 mm joint,
approx. 155 mm with approx. 10 mm joint

Standard length*

4 m, 5 m, 6 m (rough cut)

Slip resistance according to DIN 51130

class R 12/V 8 (medio), class R 11/V 10 (fino)

Slip resistance according to DIN 51097

class C (best slip resistance class)

Required quantity/m2

approx. 6.7 linear m with 5 mm joint,
approx. 6.5 linear m with 10 mm joint

Height

38 mm

WERZALIT profile with
closed joint

Competitor profile with
open joint

Thanks to the closed longitudinal joint of the
terraza profile, dirt and weeds cannot pass through.

* Special lengths available on request.
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More information on terraza can be found at www.werzalit.com
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terraza bz terrace profile,
profile side medio,
colour: 484 carbone

2012

*

Type-certified
Cert. No.
Z-10.9-434

* Both the terraza bz terrace profile and the associated sub-framework bars bz satisfy all the
requirements of modern construction practices, applicable structural regulations and the
technical guidelines for load-bearing profiles used as flooring.

terraza bz terrace profile.
The load-bearing terrace flooring
WERZALIT is the first manufacturer to offer a load-bearing flooring with building authority
approval in the form of the terraza bz terrace profile. terraza bz is therefore suitable even
for your balcony!*
Load-bearing and type-certified

The colours/decors shown in this brochure can differ from the original tones due to printing limitations.

Your key benefits at a glance:

✔ Building authority approval
as load-bearing flooring

The terraza bz terrace profile and the associated sub-framework
bar bz can serve as self-supporting flooring for balconies and
terraces, platforms, access balconies and loggias, stairways
and landings. terraza bz terrace profiles can be installed both
inside buildings and outdoors.

✔ Fast, economical laying

Save time and money!

✔ Invisible fastening

terraza bz is a choice that will save you both time and money
since no load-bearing sub-structure is required. Naturally, we
also carry the matching screws with building authority approval
in our WERZALIT range of accessories. These also bear the
designation bz.

✔ Well-conceived system from
a single provider
✔ Closed longitudinal joint
✔ Stylish design with many
possibilities
✔ 5 year warranty

* Please also note our range of balcony systems and accessories in
the WERZALIT product selection.

terraza bz can only be used as a load-bearing profile if all requirements of the building
authority approval are complied with.

terraza bz terrace profile and accessories

38

Technical data

terraza bz profile

Coverage width

approx. 150 mm with approx. 5 mm joint,
approx. 155 mm with approx. 10 mm joint

Standard length**

4, 5, 6 m (rough cut)

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51130

class R 12/V 8 (medio),
class R 12/V 10 (fino)

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51097

class C
(best slip resistance class)

Required quantity/m2

approx. 6.7 linear m with 5 mm joint,
approx. 6.5 linear m with 10 mm joint

Height

38 mm

72

Sub-framework
bar bz 1

terraza bz terrace profile
24

25
47
15.2
8.5

Aluminium end strip

Aluminium wall
connection profile 2

Aluminium cover
angle

1) Sub-framework bar not dyed with UV-resistant dye; no guarantee that colours will match.
2) Can only be used in combination with the aluminium cover angle.

** Special lengths available on request.

More information on terraza can be found at www.werzalit.com
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flat roofs.
Also suitable for

terraza terrace tile,
colour: 484 marrone,
modern terrace flooring
that radiates comfort

38

terraza terrace tile.
Square. Practical
The square terraza terrace tiles offer an
attractive alternative to profiles – especially
as flooring on flat roofs. The tiles can be laid
in the same direction, in a chequered pattern
or offset by half tiles.

439

439

Terrace flooring with a practical dimension
A convenient size of approximately 44 x 44 cm and the clever
click connection make the installation work go quickly. Covered
fasteners ensure a professional, stylish look.
terraza tiles also offer solutions in places where profiles are
unsuitable. For instance, they are perfect for accessible, sealed
flat roofs or structures for which fastening to the sub-structure
with brackets is not possible – no fastening to the sub-structure is required.

12

terraza terrace tile

Technical data

terraza tiles

Coverage width

approx. 442 x 442 mm
with approx. 3 mm joint

Size

approx. 439 x 439 mm

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51130

class R 12/V 8 (medio),
class R 12/V 10 (fino)

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51097

class C
(best slip resistance class)

Required quantity/m2

approx. 5.12 pcs.

Height

38 mm

The terraza terrace tile was designated “Product of the Year 2008” and
granted the Design and Innovation Award of Baden-Württemberg.

Ideal for use on flat roofs:
terraza terrace tile,
colour: 484 marrone

Accessories for terraza tiles

Your key benefits at a glance:
20
80

Alum. sub-framework
profile 80 x 20 x 2

Aluminium end strip

Rubber pad

✔ Stylish design with many
possibilities
✔ Also suitable for flat roofs
✔ Fast, economical laying

The colours/decors shown in this brochure can differ from the original tones due to printing limitations.

23.5

✔ Invisible fastening

55

Alum. joint cover
profile (base profile)

Alum. joint cover
profile (cover profile)

Alum. edge cover
profile (base profile)

✔ High stability
✔ Well-conceived system from
a single provider

24

25

✔ 5 year warranty

47
15.2
8.5

Alum. edge cover
profile (cover profile)

Aluminium wall
connection profile 1

Aluminium cover
angle

1) Can only be used in combination with the aluminium cover angle.

More information on terraza can be found at
www.werzalit.com
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paseo
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paseo, profile side fino,
colour: 482 terracotta,
modern, flourish-free design

paseo impresses with its low height,
clear design and matte, velvety surface
that feels wonderful on bare feet.
paseo terrace profiles are suitable for
terraces, paths or stairs outdoors.
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paseo terrace profiles make
terrace dreams come true.
paseo, profile side medio,
colour: 483 topino

paseo terrace profile.
Clear design
paseo terrace profiles present a clear design,
keep free of flourishes or embellishments.
Both brushed surfaces have a typical, natural
wood look.

±0,5
30 ±0.5

140

paseo profile

Technical data

Perfect for do-it-yourselfers
The simple fastening technique with installation clips allows
any knowledgeable do-it-yourselfer to effortlessly install paseo
profiles. And like all WERZALIT terrace floors, the profiles can
be worked as easily as wood.
Natural character
The paseo terrace profiles can be used with either side facing out
and are available in two attractive surface types: fino with fine
grooves and medio with large grooves and an overlaid fine fluting.
The additional brushing enhances the non-slip properties – even
when wet – and lends paseo a typical wood character. This clear
style is supported by the open longitudinal joints. paseo profiles
are dye-penetrated and lighten naturally under the influence of
weathering but without losing their basic colour character.

paseo profile

Coverage width

approx. 145 mm with approx. 5 mm joint

Standard length*

4 m (rough cut)

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51130

class R 12/V 6

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51097

class C (best slip resistance class)

Required quantity/m2

approx. 6.9 linear m

Height

30 mm

* Special lengths available on request.

Invisibly yet solidly fastened
Approx. 20 installation clips per square metre are required for
fastening. They are attached in a practically invisible way.
Perfect system, simple installation
The system is so well-designed that even a capable do-it-yourselfer can easily perform the required installation work. More
detailed installation instructions, including care information,
can always be found at www.werzalit.com or obtained from a
specialised retailer in your area.
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paseo, profile side medio,
colour: 482 terracotta

Accessories for paseo terrace profiles

38
72

Sub-framework
bar bz 1

Rubber pad

Bracket

Your key benefits at a glance:
The colours/decors shown in this brochure can differ from the original tones due to printing limitations.

23.5
55

Installation clip

Aluminium end strip

Alum. joint cover
profile (base profile)

✔ Low installation height
✔ Easy installation
✔ Usable with either side
facing out
✔ Simple sub-framework

Alum. joint cover
profile (cover profile)

Alum. edge cover
profile (base profile)

24

25
47
15.2
8.5

Aluminium wall
connection profile 2

Aluminium
cover angle

Alum. edge cover
profile (cover profile)
1) Sub-framework
bar not dyed with
UV-resistant dye;
no guarantee that
colours will match.
2) Can only be used in
combination with
the aluminium cover
angle.

✔ Can be worked like wood
✔ Nearly hidden fasteners
✔ With matching accessories
✔ 5 year warranty

More information on paseo can be found at www.werzalit.com
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entero 2.0
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entero 2.0 solid terrace profile,
brosso, colour: 485 carbone,
with staggered joints

With entero 2.0 solid terrace
profiles, even unusual features
such as curves and short installation
lengths can be realised easily.
Thanks to the solid design, closed
edges always remain after the profiles are individually shortened –
additional cover profiles are not
required.

19

entero 2.0 solid terrace profile,
brosso, colour: 485 carbone

entero 2.0 solid terrace profile and accessories

145

38

22

entero 2.0 solid terrace
profile. The profile with
substantial advantages

72

The many features of entero 2.0 solid terrace
profiles include the ability to lay with
either side facing out and the integrated
drainage function.

entero 2.0
solid terrace profile

The joint that is closed yet open

Alum. joint
cover profile

entero 2.0 offers a unique feature among all solid terrace profiles.
The tongue and groove system allows a visually closed terrace
surface that prevents weeds from growing through. At the same
time, the longitudinal joint serves as a covered drainage joint.

Technical data

Outstanding processing characteristics
entero 2.0 profiles can be worked as easily as wood. Because
the solid design ensures that closed edges always remain after
the profiles are individually shortened, curves of all kinds can be
realised in terrace surfaces without any additional cover profiles.
The solid design and special shape permit a low installation
height combined with a wide span width. entero 2.0 is also
very well suited for short installation lengths, such as narrow
garden paths.

20

Sub-framework
bar bz 1

Rubber pad

20
80

Alum. sub-framework
profile 80 x 20 x 2

Aluminium end strip

entero 2.0

Coverage width

approx. 152 mm with 7 mm joint

Standard length*

3 m, 4 m, 5 m (rough cut)

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51130

class R 12 – surface brosso
class R 12/V8 – surface solco

Slip resistance according
to DIN 51097

class C (best slip resistance class) –
surface brosso, solco

Required quantity/m2

approx. 6.58 linear m

Height

22 mm

Weight

3.6 kg / linear m

* Special lengths available on request.

A design as modern as it is natural
entero 2.0 can be laid with either side facing out: The flat, brushed
profile side brosso and the profile side solco with classic
grooved texture exhibit a clear, pure design that is emphasised
by the natural colours of marrone, carbone and espresso. As
with all WERZALIT terrace profiles, the entero 2.0 series is
long-lasting, durable and low-maintenance.

Your key benefits at a glance:

Bracket

✔ Visually closed longitudinal
joint

Aluminium cover
angle

Installation clip

24

25
47

✔ Installation without an incline
is possible, but an incline is
still generally recommended

15.2
8.5

Alum. edge cover
profile (base profile)

Alum. edge cover
profile (cover profile)

Aluminium wall
connection profile 2

1) Sub-framework bar not dyed with UV-resistant dye; no guarantee that colours will match.
2) Can only be used in combination with the aluminium cover angle.

Drainage and load capacity
The special fastening technique guarantees integrated drainage
and a high load capacity by means of an invisible installation
clip with flexible spacers. The clip ensures sufficient joint spacing
even at maximum expansion to maintain unhindered drainage
of surface water. The brosso surface also permits laying without
an incline: Water can flow off easily – perfect for flooring
around swimming pools. We nevertheless generally recommend
installing with an incline. The grooved side solco may only be
laid with a sufficient incline.

✔ Weather-resistant, resistant
to wood-destroying fungi and
insects
✔ Low-maintenance and easy to
care for
✔ PEFC-certified
✔ 5 year warranty

More information on entero 2.0 can
be found at www.werzalit.com
1,

5

-

2%

Drainage via joints

brosso

✔ Splinter-free, high-quality
surface

The colours/decors shown in this brochure can differ from the original tones due to printing limitations.

entero 2.0 solid terrace profile,
brosso, colour: 484 marrone

solco

7,0
7.0

Joint spacing for
installation with
installation clips
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entero plus 2.0 solid terrace profile,
brosso, colour: 480 espresso

Your key benefits at a glance:

✔ Visually closed longitudinal and
transverse joints
✔ Installation without an incline
is possible, but an incline is
still generally recommended
✔ Splinter-free, high-quality
surface
✔ Weather-resistant, resistant
to wood-destroying fungi and
insects
✔ Low-maintenance and easy to
care for
✔ PEFC-certified
✔ 5 year warranty

entero plus 2.0 solid terrace
profile. For a completely
closed surface
In addition to all the proven properties of the
entero 2.0 solid terrace profile, entero plus 2.0
also features a tongue-and-groove connection
on the short side.
Completely closed
The entero plus 2.0 solid terrace profile has a tongue-and-groove
connection on both the long and short sides. The special advantage of entero plus 2.0: Even the short sides form a visually
closed joint. A completely closed terrace surface can therefore
be created with this profile, effectively hindering weeds from
growing through.
Flexible and practical
entero plus 2.0 demonstrates its strengths particularly well in
large surfaces. This solid terrace profile is installed exclusively in
a staggered arrangement – entirely without additional accessories
such as cover profiles. The classic, straight-lined profile design
results in an elegantly simple appearance.

More information on entero 2.0 can be found at
www.werzalit.com
22

entero plus 2.0 solid terrace profile,
brosso, colour: 485 carbone

entero plus 2.0 solid terrace profile and accessories

38
72

The colours/decors shown in this brochure can differ from the original tones due to printing limitations.

entero plus solid
terrace profile

Aluminium cover
angle

Sub-framework bar
bz 1

Technical data

entero plus 2.0

Coverage width

approx. 152 mm with 7 mm joint

Standard length

2m

Slip resistance according to
DIN 51130

class R 12 – surface brosso
class R 12/V8 – surface solco

Slip resistance according to
DIN 51097

class C (best slip resistance class) –
surface brosso, solco

Required quantity/m2

approx. 6.58 linear m

Height

22 mm

Weight

3.6 kg / linear m

Perfectly natural modern design
Rubber pad

Bracket

Installation clip

20
80

Aluminium end strip

Alum. joint
cover profile

Alum. sub-framework
profile 80 x 20 x 2
24

25
47
15.2
8.5

Alum. edge cover
profile (base profile)

Alum. edge cover
profile (cover profile)

Aluminium wall
connection profile 2

1) Sub-framework bar not dyed with UV-resistant dye; no guarantee that colours will match.
2) Can only be used in combination with the aluminium cover angle.

entero plus 2.0 can be laid with either side facing out: The flat,
brushed profile surface brosso offers a pure look. The surface solco
features a classic grooved texture. Both surfaces offer a clear
design that is emphasised by the natural colours of marrone,
carbone and espresso. As with all WERZALIT terrace profiles, the
entero 2.0 series is long-lasting, durable and low-maintenance.
Substantial advantages
entero plus 2.0 can be worked as easily as wood. Thanks to the
solid design, closed edges always remain after the profiles are
individually shortened – meaning that curves of all kinds can
be realised in terrace surfaces without any additional cover
profiles. This design and the special shape permit a low installation height combined with a wide span width.
Drainage and load capacity
entero plus 2.0 has the same drainage system as entero 2.0.
Read more about this on page 21.
23

Cleaning and care

terraza terrace tile,
colour: 485 carbone

Cleaning and care.
To keep your terrace looking beautiful for years
WERZALIT terrace flooring is dye-penetrated – lightening due to weathering is entirely natural.
To keep your terrace beautiful and well-maintained over the years takes no special effort.
For reliable removal of severe soiling, we recommend our specially developed WERZALIT
terrace cleaner.

24

Regular cleaning

With typical household cleaners

Larger instances of soiling should be cleaned off shortly after
they occur. To prevent algae and bacteria growth, we recommend immediately removing dirt and natural residues and performing a full cleaning at least once per year. Detailed care
instructions can be found on our website www.werzalit.com.

For cleaning, apply water and a typical household detergent to
the WERZALIT terrace flooring and brush in the lengthwise
direction. A typical household cleaning tool can be used for
this. WERZALIT terrace flooring can also be kept clean with a
high-pressure cleaner.

terraza terrace tile,
colour: 485 carbone
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Notes

Terrace flooring Colours and surfaces
terraza/terraza bz

terraza

Terrace profile, double-sided, fino and medio

Terrace tile

fino

482
terracotta

483
topino

484
marrone

485
carbone

482
terracotta

483
topino

483
topino

484
marrone

485
carbone

484
marrone

485
carbone

medio

482
terracotta

paseo

entero 2.0 / entero plus 2.0

Terrace profile, double-sided, fino and medio

Solid terrace profile, double-sided, brosso and solco

fino

brosso

medio

solco

483
topino

484
marrone

485
carbone

484
marrone

485
carbone

480
espresso

490
cloudy grey*

Aluminium accessories

024
light anodised
C-0

025
dark anodised
C-34

026
black anodised
C-35

* Available from spring 2017
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GB

Great Britain
WERZALIT UK Office
11 Crescent Road
Bromley
GB - Kent BR1 3PN
Phone +44 (0) 208 289 2600
Mobile +44 (0) 78 85 27 41 04
E-mail n.shotton@werzalit.com
www.werzalit.com
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